Uprooted: Japanese American Farm Labor Camps During World War II

1942 Russell Lee FSA Photographs: Labor

OCHC Lee #031 Laborers near Twin Falls, Idaho.

Laborer moving water near Rupert, Idaho.

Jack Ouchida, pictured on the right, and Amalgamated Sugar Company employees check the payroll at the Garrison’s Corner camp near Nyssa, Oregon.

Laborers riding to Nyssa, Oregon on an Amalgamated Sugar Company truck. Joe Yoshio Komoto is pictured third from the left.

Nyssa, Oregon. Farm Security Administration mobile camp. The sugar beet companies who sponsored the Japanese Americans who moved to the camp send trucks one night a week to take them into town for a few hours in a supervised group. Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA-OWI Collection, LC-USF34-073597-D.
OCHC Lee #035  Trucks arriving at the Garrison’s Corner camp near Nyssa, Oregon to pick up laborers.

Japanese American farm worker resting near Nyssa, Oregon.
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